
    POWERWEEDER PROFESSIONAL 
and the POWERWEEDER MINIPOWERWEEDER MINIPOWERWEEDER MINIPOWERWEEDER MINI are  

designed to allow the operator to rapidly 
weed & mulch around valuable plants 
without damaging them. The unique 
cutting/mulching action creates an 

organic """"green compostgreen compostgreen compostgreen compost", 
more downward pressure results in a 
"bare earth" finish.The secret is the 

smooth upturned edges on both weeders 
and the downward facing rotor blades.

      

         Both the weeders are made from highest quality materials, Both the weeders are made from highest quality materials, Both the weeders are made from highest quality materials, Both the weeders are made from highest quality materials, 
Powerweeder ProfessionalPowerweeder ProfessionalPowerweeder ProfessionalPowerweeder Professional was designed for a BRUSHCUTTER, was designed for a BRUSHCUTTER, was designed for a BRUSHCUTTER, was designed for a BRUSHCUTTER,
 a straight shaft weeding machine, (commercial / heavy duty)  a straight shaft weeding machine, (commercial / heavy duty)  a straight shaft weeding machine, (commercial / heavy duty)  a straight shaft weeding machine, (commercial / heavy duty)                       

Powerweeder MiniPowerweeder MiniPowerweeder MiniPowerweeder Mini was created for  BENT/CURVED shaft machines,it  allows   was created for  BENT/CURVED shaft machines,it  allows   was created for  BENT/CURVED shaft machines,it  allows   was created for  BENT/CURVED shaft machines,it  allows  
the smaller types of machines to achieve similar results to the metal fittingthe smaller types of machines to achieve similar results to the metal fittingthe smaller types of machines to achieve similar results to the metal fittingthe smaller types of machines to achieve similar results to the metal fitting....

A "BUGS EYE VIEW" OF WHAT GOES ON

A TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN WEED CONTROLA TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN WEED CONTROLA TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN WEED CONTROLA TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT IN WEED CONTROL.
" WEED FAST  ---  WEED SAFE  ---  WEED SMART "

The Mini is available in a single 
pack or the economy twin pack.
It comes with 3 bonus adaptors.

The Professional is
available in single
package and comes 
with bonus adaptor.
Fitting is the same as
a standard blade.
It's construction is of
highest grade mower
blade steel. 
It is recommended for
commercial usage or 
heavy duty domestic.

For more information contact Ian Western at Plastic Precise Parts Pty Ltd.
Email : ppp@tpg.com.au    Phone 02 94577444   (Overseas)Phone 612 94577444

15-17 Beaumont Rd , Mt Kuring-Gai , NSW , Australia , 2080.

www.powerweeder.com

Alternative packaging can be arranged for overseas markets if required (conditions apply)


